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The question of private bank is to discuss the question of more one in 
recent years. By the look of overall development trend, develop private bank, 
break of our country finance monopolize situation form a kind of common 
understanding of numerous economic scholar and financial expert already, it is 
one of the important contents of the reform in banking system of our country 
to develop the private bank.  
Part One, first of all, defines the private bank. The private bank studying, 
mean under the modern enterprise system in the article, establish in 
accordance with the law, totally (set up and withdraw) according to market 
mechanism operation, the shareholding system commercial bank controlled 
interest by the folk capital and bank financial institution. This is a kind of 
new-type shareholding system bank, its property right accuses of the 
mechanism clearly and inside sound and managing the institutional 
improvement, having very good incentive mechanisms.  
Part Two and Part Three analyze the theoretical basis and necessity of 
developing private banks. With the change of the system of social environment 
of our country, especially the position in social life of private economy 
improves progressively, developing the private bank can meet the effective 
demand of financial market, disposition efficiency optimizing financial 
resources objectively, finer folk capital of promotion realizes their functions, 
promotes reforming, tackling the challenge of the foreign capitals bank 
fatherly of financial circles of our country.  
Part Four analyzes the experiences and lessons Taiwan has got in 
developing private banks. Influence by financial liberalization and financial 
internationalization, on last century let go of private bank getting accurate will it be the 
end the eighties Taiwan, adopt the progressive enhancement financial supervision while 
advancing, has improved the efficiency of the bank, have promoted economic growth. 














structure, and there is too many quantity cause the excessive competition, influence the 
whole efficiency of the bank to a certain extent 
Part Five analyzes paths and measures to take in establishing and developing our 
private banks, which is the focus of this article. Of our country private development of 
bank suitable to is it regard increment reform as guide drive evolutionary reform way, 
stock of reform go on to take, perfecting the external environment condition of 
development of private bank constantly at the same time (include corresponding legal 
construction of system, make private bank accurate to enter and is it happen regulation, 
optimize private bank policy environment, etc. of development to retreat rationally), adopt 
the progressive tactics. Meanwhile, give play to the inside advantage, overcome one's 
own defect, it direct against it is private particularity, bank of the risks (for instance: The 
public believes in the risk, absorbs trade competition, morals risk insufficient in fund etc.), 
strengthen the management and supervision, take the effective measure, and guarantee it 
is developed in a healthy way. 
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